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Pd Array Matrix It’s an organized order or sequence of how events should unfold following
a specific price delivery algorithm (PDA) that plays behind the scene of the market.
Hence, we get to emphasize that the market is never random. An algorithm controls it,
and that algorithm is thirsty for liquidity. But, it will not go for any liquidity pools to quench
its thirst.

This Video is a complete Gude On Pd array. The video will go into detail.

Instead, it will follow the sequence arrangement of the PD Array Matrix. It can’t go to any
previous high or low to collect liquidity without really paying respect due to the order of
your order blocks, your rejection blocks, your fair value gap, etc. So, it will follow that
sequence; it cant skip and go to an order block while there is a mitigation block or breaker
somewhere. So, that order is a sequence of events, how price is delivered in the market.
We are at an advantage when we know the PD Array Matrix because we know what will
happen next.

The Pd Array sequence of order is as follows:

Pd Array Matrix On Forex Chart

https://ghosttraders.co.za/forex-trading/forex-pd-array-matrix-guide-ghosttraders/
https://youtu.be/NlxkQVeqqW4
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Pd Array Illustration
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 ————————-
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 Liquidity Void
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 Bullish Order block
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 ———————-Monthly/Weekly/Daily Discount ⬆

Mitigation Blocks and Breaker indicates a shift In a market structure knowing these gives
you the advantage to trade in line with order flow while anticipating the market to move
based on the PD Array Matrix sequence. Focus on daily, weekly, and monthly order flow
rarely on a four-hour time frame while anticipating Pd array Sequence. Smaller Time
Frames can be used to refine your trade entries.

In the PD array sequence, we can either have a mitigation block or a breaker meaning a
breaker and mitigation block can not co-exist. These Trading concepts, coupled with
seasonal tendencies, can be used to frame high-probability trading setups from a higher

https://ghosttraders.co.za/blog/what-is-a-mitigation-block-in-forex/
https://ghosttraders.co.za/blog/how-to-trade-mitigation-block-breakers-and-qml/
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time frame anticipating a massive move to catch massive pips. here is a video that will
clarify how we catch these big moves so that you see that these are not cunningly
devised fables but real trading concepts that I am teaching you to use to your advantage.

The goal is to get better by the day, nothing less than improving and keep learning we
have a lot of material you can learn from our site, including courses, and our blog has a
lot of material that will assist in your trading journey.

This is The Pd Array Sequence detailed in the forex chart for more lessons, enroll in the
institutional trading elite course

https://ghosttraders.co.za/courses/institutional-trading-elite/

